ELECTRICAL TEST
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

Lakeland Engineering Equipment Company offers
electrical test equipment rentals from industry-leading
manufacturers. With a skilled team, technical support
and easy online rental platform, Lakeland is committed to
meeting our customers’ critical testing needs. View rental
inventory, select rental duration and complete the rental
request at rentals.lakelandengineering.com.

CABLE LOCATORS & FAULT FINDERS

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTERS

Find faults or breaks in underground electrical
equipment or cables.

Confirm the safety and efficiency of parameters in your
work environment.

CALIBRATORS

HI-POT TESTERS

Gain peace of mind by confirming your devices are
operating to manufacturer specifications.

A hi-pot or dialectic withstand test verifies electrical
insulation in finished appliances, cables, electric motors,
transformers, and more.

COMMUNICATION TEST EQUIPMENT
Integrate fiber inspection, testing and certification with
one easy to use tool.

DATALOGGERS

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
Variety of testers available for appliances, batteries,
current loop, leak detectors, phase rotation and more.

Record pressure, temperature, humidity, current, voltage
or other data over a period of time.
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Since 1952, our team has worked tirelessly to cultivate relationships with the very best
suppliers from around the world. These connections allow us to provide the best possible
solutions and expert support to meet our customers’ diverse needs.

LOW RESISTANCE OHMMETERS

POWER QUALITY ANALYZERS

Identify current flow restrictions, prevent potential
equipment damage, and increase energy efficiency.

Prevent equipment failure and increase efficiency by
determining load.

MEGOHMMETERS, GROUND RESISTANCE
TESTERS AND INSULATION TESTERS

TEMP/HUMIDITY METERS

Protect people and equipment from short-circuits and
other electrical hazards from insulation degradation.

MULTIMETERS / CLAMP METERS
A multimeter, or volt-ohm meter, is used to measure two
or more functions including volts, amps and ohms.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Review voltage readings to determine proper function of
electrical equipment.

Prevent corrosion along with temperature and moisturerelated malfunctions.

THERMAL IMAGERS
Translate thermal energy into visible light via infrared
radiation (IR) technology

TRANSFORMER TESTERS
Extend the life of your transformer and measure winding
resistance, turn ratio, and more on both single and three
phase equipment.

POWER METERS & LOAD DEMAND
Determine electrical consumption and electrical
generation accurately and stay in compliance with NEC
30-day load study requirements.

RENTAL INVENTORY FROM LEADING MANUFACTURERS
DYNATELTM
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